CHARGE BATTERY

Rollocam
ROLLOCAM H-2

Instruction
Manual
IMPORTANT: RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE,
READ CAREFULLY

SMARTPHONE GUIDE REV 2.9

DEVICE COMPONENTS
Drive Wheel

Plug charger cable connector into
device port (above). Make sure that
the power switch is in the OFF (left)
position.

Manually unfold both swing arms outward until
they reach stop.

To check the status of battery through the app,
you must unplug the charging cable.
SETUP DEVICE

Wheel Bracket
Swing Arm

Cold Shoe

USB Port
ON-OFF Switch

FOLD POSITION

Use the reference lines on the wheel bracket and
the swing arms to position the wheels. Some
later models have markings on the bottom side of
the swing arms.

THE THREE MAIN CONFIGURATIONS ARE:

INSTALL BALL HEAD

ATTACH PHONE
Phone Clamp

1. ROTATE IN PLACE

Lock Nut
Thumb Nut

Slide the base of the ball head in the cold shoe.

2. SLIDER MOVE

Lock Nut

Tighten lock nut to secure the ball head.
3. CURVE MOVE

1. Attach the phone onto the phone clamp.
Ensure that the phone is in the correct
orientation with the start button on the right
side.
2. Twist the ¼-20 screw of the ball head into
the phone clamp.
3. Tighten the lock nut to secure the phone
clamp in place.
4. Loosen the thumbnut to point the phone to
a desired position then tighten the
thumbnut.

POWER ON-OFF DEVICE

8. Press RESUME (shown after PAUSE is
pressed) to start move after pause
9. Press STOP (shown after START is pressed) to
stop program

PHONE APP QUICK GUIDE

*The example menu is in portrait to show all
parameters. During operation the menu will be in
landscape so you must scroll up and down to view
all parameters.
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*The device turns itself off after 10 minutes of
idle. You must reset the device by turning power
OFF and ON again to restart.
PAIR DEVICE TO APP
1. Download Rollocam app for iphone with iOS
version 9 or higher or Android OS version 6
or higher.
2. Turn on device & then open Rollocam app
3. Turn on Bluetooth of phone
4. Wireless symbol on top right of screen
should turn green when device is paired.
*If wireless symbol on the app does not turn
green, restart the device and smartphone and
repeat the pairing procedure. If the wireless
symbol still does not turn green after the restart
process, then charge the device for about 30
minutes and repeat the pairing process again.
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Basic Operation
1.
2.
3.
4.

The app default on PHONE mode
Select operating MODE
Select DIRECTION
Select TRAVERSE if want to move back and
forth continuously
5. Change parameter values by sliding the
corresponding bars
6. Press START to run
7. Press PAUSE to pause during move

CONTINUOUS MODE SETTINGS
1. SPEED – level 1 to 10
2. RAMP TIME – (1 to 10 seconds) time to ramp
up to full speed from stop or ramp down to
stop from full speed
3. DISTANCE – (1 to 254 inches) distance travel
(0 or 255 is to travel with no limit).
4. TRAVERSE – roll to the input distance and
then continue in the opposite direction
indefinitely
5. DWELL TIME – (0 to 60 seconds) stop time
between traverse moves
*When START is pressed the phone will
automatically start recording the video until
PAUSE or STOP is pressed. The saved video is
stored in camera roll of the phone.

TIME LAPSE MODE SETTINGS

WARRANTY & DISCLAIMER

FOLLOW ME MODE

Same as CONTINUOUS mode plus:
1. INDEX DISTANCE – (0.01 TO 1.0 inch)
incremental move distance
2. INTERVAL – (1 to 10000 sec.) time between
moves
3. TRIGGER DELAY – (0 to 255 sec.) instead of
triggering the camera shutter immediately
after an index move, you can delay the
trigger to allow the camera to stabilize
NOTE: If device does not trigger phone camera,
make sure the INTERVAL value is longer than
camera exposure setting + TRIGGER DELAY
value + motor move time. (INTERVAL setting is
not the same as camera exposure setting on
the camera)

Position the phone either in portrait or landscape
as shown above. Adjust the wheels so that the H2
rotates in place. Angle the phone so that your
face is framed within the phone preview screen.

*When START is pressed the phone will
automatically start taking pictures until PAUSE
or STOP is pressed. The saved pictures are
stored in camera roll of the phone.

STOP MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY
1. INDEX DISTANCE – (0.01 TO 1.0 inch)
incremental move distance
2. Select DIRECTION
3. Press START button to index camera
*When START is pressed the phone will
automatically takes one picture. The saved
picture is stored in camera roll of the phone.
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1. Press FOLLOW on phone menu
2. Press button to record
3. Press button again to stop recording
NOTE: for best video, use in landscape mode.

Rollocam products are guaranteed to be free from defects in
materials and workmanship when properly used for their intended
purpose and in their intended operating environment for six months
from the original purchase date. If any product proves to be
defective and is covered by the warranty, we will repair or, at our
option, replace your Hercules unit without charge. We are not
responsible for shipping costs associated with warranty returns. If
your Hercules needs service, or if you are not sure and want to see if
your Hercules needs to be serviced, please start by contacting our
support team at support@rollocam.com. Many issues that seem
like they may require a Hercules unit to be repaired or replaced
under warranty can actually be solved without sending the unit in. If
we need to repair or replace your Hercules under warranty
coverage, our support team will provide you with return shipping
instructions and work hard to get you a working Hercules as quickly
as possible.
NOTE: This warranty is valid if the product is used for the purpose
for which it was designed. It does not cover (i) products which have
been damaged by negligence or willful actions, misuse or accident,
or which have been modified or repaired by unauthorized persons;
(ii) cracked or broken motor, or units damaged by excessive heat;
(iii) the cost of shipping this product to the Factory Service Center
and its return to the owner.
In no event will Rollocam Inc. or any of its affiliates, contractors,
resellers, their officers, directors, shareholders, members or agents
be liable to you or any third party for any consequential or incidental
damages, any lost profits, actual, exemplary or punitive damages.
Your acknowledgement and agreement to fully and completely
abide by the above mentioned disclaimer of warranty is
contractually binding to you upon your transfer of currency (money
order, cashier’s check, or credit card) for purchase of your Rollocam
product.

